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on Demand *****. Excerpt from Speeches of Srj; Bepin Chandra Pal, Delivered at Madras Absence of
the armed barons, in the absence of the pitiable cm dition of the English King, there could be no, -
magna Charts. It should be some other Charts, but it would not be Magna Charts. But still, we had
looked upon it as our Magna Charts - it was the custom in those days to think of every thing Indian
in the terms of English life. If there was a great than among us, say Kalidasa, c, whoever he might
be, he must be either a Shakespeare or Milton or Byron or Shelley. If there be a philan thrbpist, he
must be a Howard. He counts for nothing unless he is a Howard. That was the mental attitude of the
Indian people then and, on account of this peculiar mental attitude we looked about for our
political documents and found this precious docu ment in, the Queen s Proclamation. We called it
the Magna Charts that is the psychological explanation, not that our leaders did not know that the
forces that...
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Thorough information! Its such a excellent read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of your pdf. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Johna thon Moor e-- Johna thon Moor e

This publication might be well worth a study, and much better than other. It is among the most awesome book i have got study. You may like the way the
article writer publish this publication.
-- Dr . Pa ig e B a r tell-- Dr . Pa ig e B a r tell
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